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Offices receiving copies of.thls letter are instructed 
to immediately establish a control file, captioned as above, mid 
to assign responsibility for following and coordinating this new 
counterintelligence program to an exporienced and imaginative 
Special Agent wall versed in investigations relating to black 
nationalist, hate-typo organizations. The field officio control 
file used under this program may be maintained in a pending 
inactive status until such time as a specific operation or 
technique is placed under considoration for implementation. 

- 
,,....lbepurposs of thip new counterintelligence ondeavor 

Is toexpose, disrupt, ';misdirect, discredit, or-otherWizo 
nfeutr*lise the activitie3 of black nationalist, hate-typo • 
organizations uad groupings, their leadership, spokesmen, 
membership, and supporters, and to counter their propensitF.for 
violence and civil diEerder. The activities of all such groups 
of intelligence interest to this Eureau must be followed oniv. 
continuous bnsis so we will be in a position to promptly take 
advantage of all opportunities for counterintelligence and to 
inspiro action in instances where circunistances warrant. Tbo 
pernicious background of such groups, their duplicity, and tlevious 
maneuvers must be exposed to public ucrutiny where such publicity 
will have a neutralizing effect. Efforts of the various groups 
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to consolidate their forces or to recruit new qr youthful 44;Madhorents must be frustrated. No opportunity should be missed 4f4  to exploit through counterintelligence techniques the organizational and personal conflicts of the leaderships of the - .groups and where possible en effort should be made to capitalize ' Upon existing conflicts between competing black nationalist Organizations. When an opportunity is apparent to disrupt or neutralize black nationalist, hnto-type organizations through the cooperation of established local news media contacts or through such contact with sourcos available to the Seat of Government, in every instance careful attention must be given to the proposal to insure the targoted group is disrupted, ridiculed, or discredited through the publicity and not merely publicized. Consideration should be given to techninues to preclude violence-prone or rabble rouser lenders of hate groups from spreading their philosophy publicly or through various mass communication media. 

Uany individuals currently nctive in black nationalist organizations have backgrounds of immorality, subversive activity, and criminal records.  Through your investigation of key agitators you, should endeavor to eutablish their Unlawory backgrounds, Be alert to dotormlno evidence of minappropriation of funds or othor types of personal misconduct on the part of militant nationalist leaders so any practical or, warranted counter-. .  intelligence maybe instituted. 	 . 

Intensified attention undor this program should be afforded to the activities of such groups as the Student • Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Revolutionary Action ;lovement, the Doncons for Defenao and Justice, Congrena of Racial Eounlit7•1/  and the Nation of Islam.,/Particular emphasis should be given to extremists who direct the activities and policies of rovolutionary or militant groups such as Stokely Carmichael, 11, "Rap" Drown, Elijah Alhameado rand Vaxwoll Stanford. 
At this time the Bureau is setting up no requirement for status letters to bo periodically submitted undor thin program. It will be incumbent upon you to insure the program 'is being afforded necessary and continuing attention and that v: ,so opportunities will be ovorlookod for counterintelligence . ;00M54i0:4c: 
This program should not be confused with the program •sentitlod "Communist Party, USA, Counterintolligence Program, Internal Security - C," (Bufile 100-3-104), which is directed 
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against the Communist Party and related organizations or tho 
program entitled "Countorintollir.ence Program, 1ntornal Cecurity, 
Disruption of Kate Groups," (Mile 157-9), which is directed 
against Klan and hate-type groups primarily consisting of white 
momborships. 

All Special Agent personnel responsible for the 
investigation of bloc; nationalist, Kato-typo organizations and 
thoir memberships should be alorted to our counterintelligence 
interest and each investigative /gent has a responsibility to 
call to the attention of the countorintollir:enco coordinator 
suggestions and possibilities for implementing the program. 
You nro also cautioned that the nature of this now endeavor 
is such that under no circumstances should the existence of 
the program be made known outside the Bureau and nnpropriato 

-within-office security should b3 afforded to sensitive operations 
and techniques considered under the program. 

• 
• -:NO counterintelligence action under :this  .nrolram may  

be initiat,:,u u7 1%11 	wizilout :;pccL;Lic -._or .,:gran 
nurao=i:Inxloa. 

You aro urged to talzo an onthuniastic anti luoginativc 
.,...„approach to.  this new countorintelligonce endeavor ;and thee Bureau -w - will be pleased to entertain any suggestions or'tochniquco you 

nay recommend. 


